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In mobile ad hoc networks, a location service (LS) provides the fundamental service for
geographical routing. However, most existing schemes for location service incur a high
overhead because of the periodic updates of location information. To address this issue,
we propose a novel History information based Light Location Service (HLLS), using the tem-
poral relationship among historical locations of mobile nodes in the network. In HLLS, loca-
tion information of mobile nodes is propagated by Hello beacons locally, and the location
query is performed with the aid of historical locations. In this way, HLLS can eliminate the
tremendous periodical location updates and significantly reduce the overhead for location
service. Using a combination of analytical modeling and extensive simulations, we show
the effectiveness of HLLS in comparison with other approaches.
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1. Introduction tained by location service. Based on these two assumptions,
In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), stateless
geographic-based routing protocols such as GFG(Greedy-
Face-Greedy) [1], GPSR [2], DREAM [3] and GRG (greedy-
random-greedy) [4], have greater potential to scale to large
networks than the traditional topology-based routing pro-
tocols. This feature keeps attracting researchers in routing
protocol design [5]. However, two assumptions have been
made in geographic routing. First, each node is aware of its
own location with the aid of positioning systems like GPS,
or other self-positioning algorithms such as [6–8]. Second,
before routing a packet, the location of the destination is ob-
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a number of location services have been developed, includ-
ing GLS (Grid Location Service) [9], XYLS (X-Y quorum-based
Location Service) [10,11], and GHLS (Geographic Hashing
Location Service) [12].

Most existing schemes for location service adopt the
client/server structure, and can be categorized into two
groups: flooding-based and rendezvous based approaches.
The flooding-based approach incurs heavy loads because
one node recruits all other nodes as location servers, and
periodical flooding is used to update locations for these
servers. DLS [3] (Location Service for the DREAM routing
protocol) belongs to this category. The rendezvous-based
approach is more efficient because one node only recruits
several nodes as servers, and there are rendezvous nodes
between location update set and query set. GLS [9], XYLS
[10,11] and GHLS [12] are the three representative
schemes in this category and many recent location services
borrow ideas from them. As we can see, server recruiting
plays a critical role in the rendezvous-based approach. In
terms of server recruiting, XYLS is based on geographic
quorum, GLS is based on hierarchical hashing, and GHLS
is based on flat hashing. In XYLS, nodes recruit servers
along one dimension and query locations along another
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dimension, and the nodes located in the intersection of
dimensions respond to the query. In order to do so,
geocasting is required in location update and incurs a high
overhead. Differently, GLS divides a network area into
grids, and uses a novel hash function among hierarchies
on grids. Server recruiting and location querying are con-
ducted recursively via the same hash function.

Nevertheless, mobility limits the scalability severely,
because moving across the grids makes nodes update old
servers and recruit new servers. As shown in [12], all these
actions incur 50% of location update overhead. Hence,
maintaining the consistency of location information
among hierarchies becomes a challenging issue for GLS in
a large mobile network. GHLS maps each node into a home
region, and nodes located in the home region act as servers.
The studies in [12] show that GHLS scales best in these
three protocols because of the simple server-recruiting
mechanism, but the recruiting scheme incurs load imbal-
ances over the network. To summarize, the periodic loca-
tion update accounts for a large proportion of overhead
in existing location services. To address this issue, we de-
sign a simple and light-weighted server recruiting and
updating scheme, which can scale to large MANETs.

In this paper, we propose a History information based
Light Location Service (HLLS). HLLS is inspired by a simple
observation: in MANETs, the HELLO beacon has been
widely used by geographic routing protocols for the pur-
pose of neighbor discovery. If two nodes are neighbors,
their locations can be recorded via HELLO beacons. If the
location information of neighboring nodes collected by
HELLO beacons can be recorded over time, all these re-
corded temporal locations for a given node actually form
a moving trajectory of this node inside the network, and
the fresher the information, the closer it approaches the
up-to-date location of that node. Hence, all the nodes that
have been neighbors of a given node could be potentially
considered as the location servers for that node, though
these servers may not have the up-to-date location infor-
mation. Following this direction, we develop HLLS, which
considers all nodes in the network as location servers
and location updates are conducted via the existing routine
HELLO beacons. In HLLS, the one responding to location
query will ultimately be the destination node itself. The
route for a location query to a destination is carried out
by tracing along the trajectory formed by servers with
temporal history location information for the destination.
We develop algorithms for location update and query for
HLLS. As we can see, HLLS avoids complex quorum and
hierarchy, and eliminates periodical flooding in location
update, thus reducing the overhead significantly.

We have formally analyzed the query success probabil-
ity of HLLS. The result shows that the query success prob-
ability increases with larger node density and steady
velocity. Even in the worst scenario, HLLS can still obtain
a 65% lower bound for query success probability. In addi-
tional to the theoretical analysis, we use OPNET-based sim-
ulations to extensively evaluate the effectiveness of HLLS
in comparison with several representative protocols,
including GLS [9] and GHLS-1, GHLS-0.5 [12], Double Circle
[13], and GREASE [14] (GReedy EASE, modified EASE). Our
data shows that HLLS achieves better performance than
GLS, GHLS, Double Circle and GREASE. For example, in most
cases, HLLS obtains a query success ratio above 95%, and its
query distance (in hops) is almost equal to the greedy for-
warding distance between source and the destination. The
protocol overhead of HLLS is much smaller than that of
GLS, Double Circle and GREASE, but it is a bit larger than
the GHLS protocol overhead. HLLS achieves a higher loca-
tion service success ratio than the other four protocols in
most scenarios. We have evaluated the performance of
HLLS on different mobile models. Our data show that with
the help of static nodes which record the track of mobile
nodes, the query success ratio of HLLS and overhead can
be largely improved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the HLLS protocol in details. In
Section 3, we discuss two controversial issues of HLLS,
Tracing Dilemma and Storage Cost Issue. In Section 4, we
analyze the accuracy of HLLS. In Section 5, we show the
performance evaluation of HLLS in comparison with other
schemes. In Section 6, we review the related work. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. HLLS protocol

2.1. Overview

Most geographic routing protocols adopt a HELLO bea-
con for neighbor discovery. If two nodes Sn and Dn have
ever been neighbors at the location L0, they record each
other’s location information at that time via HELLO bea-
cons, and such location information is stored in tables,
referring to the two tables shown in Fig. 1. After that, Dn

keeps moving along the curve between L0 and L4, and Sn

moves along another curve. The dashed circles indicate
the neighborhood area they went through. As we can see,
nodes that have met Dn record the historical locations of
Dn (Li, where i 2 [1,4], shown in Fig. 1), and each keeps a
table, which has the same format as the ones maintained
by Sn and Dn. Similar to the contrail that an airplane leaves,
the historical locations Li become the trajectory of Dn over
the network. However, nodes are distributed over the net-
work with random movement after meeting Dn, as indi-
cated by the grey nodes in Fig. 1. If the nodes have not
met Dn (indicated by the white nodes), the protocol initial-
ization procedure we propose in Section 2.2 informs them
about the original location of Dn.

Furthermore, we attach each history location record
with a timestamp. For all nodes, the darker node keeps a
larger timestamp and a location closer to the current posi-
tion of Dn. In HLLS, all nodes are recruited as location serv-
ers for Dn, and these servers hold a distributed location
database for Dn at the macro-level, which has a gradient
of timestamps. Intuitively, Dn can be ultimately traced
along the timestamp gradient among these servers, to re-
spond to a location query. As shown in Fig. 1, Sn sends a
location query packet to Dn. To its best knowledge, the
packet is routed to L0, where it thinks Dn is located, along
the dashed line. However, before arriving at L0, the packet
will be forwarded by one historical server of Dn, which tells
that Dn has moved to L1. Then, the packet advances toward
L1. After repeating this procedure, the packet will finally



Fig. 1. Overview of HLLS.

Table 1
Table of notations.

Notation Definition

R Node radio transmission range

PVjðiÞ < Li
j ;V

i
j ; T

i
j >

The Position Vector of node i recorded by node

j, which consists of three items, i.e., location Li
j ,

velocity Vi
j , and timestamp Ti

j .
Li(t) The location of node i at time t.
VN Valid Node, the node keeping valid location

information during location query
PNi ith Pointer Node, the VN forwarding LQP

(Location Query Packet)
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reach L4 and find Dn. Then, Dn returns a packet, including
its current location to Sn directly through greedy forward-
ing, and this session of location query and response is
complete.

As we mentioned earlier, mobility limits the scalability
of many location service schemes [12]. However, HLLS ben-
efits from it. On one hand, mobility increases the frequency
that two nodes meet each other and update each other’s
location by HELLO beacons, and then increases the propa-
gation of location information in the network. On the other
hand, mobility could reduce the query path length. Using
the example shown in Fig. 1 again, if the query packet
meets a server keeping L4 at the beginning of query routing,
the query distance can be reduced substantially.

HLLS protocol can be divided into three components: (i)
protocol initialization, (ii) location update, and (iii) location
query. In particular, the protocol initialization procedure
sets up a local-location database (LLDB) at each node,
where the original locations of all other nodes are included.
A neighbor table (NT) is required for each node, where the
information of all nodes located within its radio transmis-
sion range will be recorded. The location update procedure
keeps refreshing all nodes’ LLDBs, and the location query
procedure is responsible for retrieving the location of the
destination for the source. In HLLS, we assume a MANET
consists of a number of nodes moving around in a prede-
termined two-dimensional area. Each node has one unique
ID, and is equipped with a radio with a transmission range
of R. In addition, each node is aware of its own location
through GPS. Table 1 lists notation that is used in the
paper.

2.2. Protocol initialization

In HLLS, a source node needs to know where to start the
query for the destination node. Hence, each node needs to
announce its initial location to the network, and establishes
a LLDB, which records all other nodes’ initial locations at
the same time. To provide the completeness of the LLDB,
we adopt the Smart Flooding by Gossip (SFG) [15], a reliable
and scalable multicast protocol, to disseminate initial
locations of nodes. However, some modifications and
optimizations have been made in SFG to fit HLLS; we denote
the modified SFG as SFG-H.

SFG-H guarantees that each node receives the original
location information of all other nodes in the network,
and avoids flooding by using HELLO beacons. Because mes-
sages of large size flooding all around the network can
cause congestion and collisions, message delivery cannot
be guaranteed. SFG-H lets node ID be the digest of each ori-
ginal location. The digest is much smaller in comparison
with the full location information. For every newly re-
ceived original location, SFG-H does not broadcast it imme-
diately, but stores it in the node’s local cache. When the
number of newly received locations reaches Ngossip, their
digests are inserted into a gossip message, and the gossip
message is piggybacked in the next HELLO beacon, denoted
by HELLO_GP. Hence, the digests can reach every node via
broadcast without incurring too much overhead. When a
neighbor receives HELLO_GP and extracts the missing ori-
ginal location information from the message, this neighbor
will request the sender for the missing records by MReq
(Missing Require) packet. Then, the HELLO_GP sender re-
turns the corresponding records by MRep (Missing Reply)
packet to this neighbor. Repeating this procedure over
the network, a LLDB consisting of all nodes’ initial locations
is established at each node. The very first original location
information is the one received from a neighbor through a
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normal HELLO Beacon. This actually begins this initializa-
tion procedure.

Because MReq and MRep are unicast packets, only one
copy of the full original location information is received
at each node. The redundancy exists only in the digests
broadcast among neighbors. By broadcasting digests in-
stead of full information, SFG-H reduces the overhead as
much as possible. However, SFG-H needs to achieve a
tradeoff between overhead and speed, and Ngossip becomes
the key parameter. A large Ngossip could reduce the over-
head, but could also reduce the speed of information prop-
agation. The average node degree of the network is used for
Ngossip in our initialization procedure. The algorithm is de-
tailed below. For node i,

Procedure for protocol initialization by node i, for
1 6 i 6 n (n is the number of nodes in the network):

Step (1) Periodically check whether the number of new
records in LLDB_i reaches Ngossip, if not, go to
Step (2); otherwise, go to Step (3);

Step (2) Broadcast a HELLO beacon, including i’s current
location information when the next HELLO cycle
is due;

Step (3) Make digests for all new records and set the new
records counter to 0, create a HELLO_GP includ-
ing these digests, then broadcast the HELLO_GP
at the next HELLO cycle;

Step (4) Upon receiving a HELLO beacon, if the sender’s
location information carried in the HELLO bea-
con is a new one, then insert it into LLDB_i and
add 1 to the new records counter, otherwise
update LLDB_i;

Step (5) Upon receiving a HELLO_GP, check the digests
list. If digests are missing in LLDB_i, then create
a MReq including the missing digests list, and
unicast the MReq to the HELLO_GP sender;

Step (6) Upon receiving a MReq, create a MRep including
all PVs required by the missing list, then unicast
the MRep back to the MReq sender;

Step (7) Upon receiving a MRep, insert all PVs carried by
the MRep into LLDB_i, and increase the new
records counter by the corresponding number.

This procedure stops at one node at the moment when
it has the full original location information of all other
nodes in its LLDB. The new records counter stops increas-
ing, and the HELLO_GP will not be created any more. After
the initialization, each node only broadcasts a normal HEL-
LO beacon periodically. As a matter of fact, a location query
does not have to start from the original location every time,
because LLDB will be refreshed by the location update pro-
cedure over time. The starting point of a node’s trajectory
could be the earliest location maintained by the network.

2.3. Location update

In the location update, two tasks should be considered.
One is to recruit the well-known location servers for each
node and the other is to sustain the tolerable freshness of
location information in each server. HLLS recruits all nodes
in the network as location servers for each node. In other
words, one node keeps the location information of all other
nodes in its LLDB, and provides location update and query
for them.

Recall that the initialization procedure enables each
node to learn the original location of all other nodes in
its LLDB. The location update procedure keeps refreshing
records in LLDB using the information provided by the nor-
mal HELLO beacon. Note that a HELLO beacon consists of
the node ID and the current location information of the
sender. When two nodes meet, one node will receive a
HELLO beacon from the other, and use it to update the
other’s record in its LLDB; the record will not change until
these two nodes meet again.

Because data traffic will be transmitted over a MANET,
the location information of the source and the destination
carried by the data packet could be used to update the
LLDB of the forwarding nodes. Hence, the dissemination
of location information could be accelerated without extra
overhead. As a result, HLLS conducts location update only
in the following two cases:

(1) Upon receiving a HELLO beacon, the node updates
the corresponding record in both the neighbor table
and its LLDB by the sender’s location information.

(2) Upon receiving a data packet, the node updates the
corresponding records in its LLDB by the location
information of the source and destination before for-
warding the data packet.

The location update in HLLS agrees with two insightful
observations in DREAM [3]. First, the location update of
nodes located far away is less frequent. Second, the loca-
tion update of one node is triggered according to its mobil-
ity. In addition, the information freshness among servers is
dynamic because nodes are prone to keep fresher location
for the nodes which meet frequently. Obviously, the peri-
odical long distance update transmission can be avoided.
Combined with the protocol initialization procedure, the
location update procedure successfully builds and main-
tains a timestamp gradient among LLDBs, which is used
to maintain the historical locations of nodes at different
times distributed over the network. We now discuss the
next procedure, the location query.

2.4. Location query

The location query requires a response from the desti-
nation node itself, which is a server keeping the most up-
to-date information. Hence, the problem is how to find
the destination node through the geographic routing with-
out the knowledge of its location. This problem is resolved
by the location query algorithm in HLLS. Before communi-
cation, Sn sends a Location Query Packet (LQP) for Dn. In a
LQP, the source and destination is Sn and Dn, respectively,
and the location of destination is the one stored by Sn for
Dn when the LQP is generated. Upon receiving the LQP,
Dn will return its current location via a Location Reply
Packet (LRP). Before we introduce the detailed algorithm,
we clarify some concepts first.

Although each node in the network has a historical loca-
tion record for Dn, only a record fresher than the one carried
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by the LQP has the potential to ultimately direct the LQP to
Dn’s current location. These records are denoted as valid
defined below.

Definition 1 (VN). A LQP carries the location query infor-
mation hLLQP,VLQP,TLQPi for Dn. For any node i in the
network, if PVi(Dn) hLi,Vi,Tii satisfies: Ti > TLQP, PVi(Dn) is
valid for LQP, and node i is a valid node, denoted as VN.

Nevertheless, only when a valid node forwards the LQP,
it can update the LQP. These nodes indicate the direction
for the LQP, denoted as pointer node, defined below.

Definition 2 (PN). A LQP carries the location query infor-
mation hLLQP,VLQP,TLQPi for Dn. If node i forwards it, and
PVi(Dn) < Li,Vi,Ti> satisfies: Ti > TLQP, then PVi(Dn) is the
pointer information for the LQP, and node i is the pointer
node, denoted as PN.

Based on the definitions above, the location query algo-
rithm is described below.

Procedure for location query by Sn to Dn:

Step (1) Sn creates a LQP, sets the source ID and location
as Sn and PV(Sn), sets the destination ID and loca-
tion as Dn and PVSn ðDnÞ from the LLDB, and then
sends out the LQP via greedy forwarding;

Step (2) Upon receiving a LQP, node i checks whether it
is a pointer node for the LQP:
1 An area
forwarding fa
If so, node i sets the destination location in the
LQP as PVi(Dn) from its LLDB, then sends it out
via greedy forwarding;
If not, node i updates the record in its LLDB to
the destination location in the LQP, and then
sends it out via greedy forwarding;
Repeat Step (2) until the LQP reaches Dn;
Step (3) Upon receiving the LQP, Dn generates a LRP, sets
the source ID and location as Dn and its current
location information, sets the destination ID and
location as Sn and PV(Sn) carried in the LQP, and
then routes the LRP to Sn via greedy forwarding
directly.

The routing algorithm of GFG and GPSR is adopted to de-
rive the next hop for LQP forwarding. These two protocols
work in a greedy forwarding manner, but shift to perimeter
forwarding when facing network voids1 as stated in [1,2].
Hence, the greedy forwarding of a LQP fails for two reasons.
One reason is facing network voids, which will be solved by
perimeter forwarding and is beyond the scope of our paper.
The other reason is the LQP losing track of destination. In this
situation, the LQP has reached the destination historical loca-
tion carried in it, but it did not find a pointer node or the des-
tination node. This situation will be further addressed by the
query resumption strategy discussed in Section 3.1. Because
the encounter of a pointer node is a key determinant of loca-
tion query success in HLLS, theoretical analysis and simula-
tion results in Sections 4 and 5 will validate that the LQP
encounters a pointer node in a high probability.
in the network where no node are located, so greedy
ils facing a network void.
3. Discussion

3.1. Tracing dilemma

In the location query procedure, a LQP might arrive at
the destination’s location without finding Dn. We call this
the tracing dilemma. The LQP falls into the tracing dilemma,
because Dn has left the location where the LQP believes it to
be, and no pointer node exists to update the LQP. Conse-
quently, the LQP loses the track of Dn and the location query
has to stop. Before introducing the resumption scheme, the
tracing dilemma is formally defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Tracing Dilemma). A LQP carrying location
information hLLQP,VLQP,TLQPi for Dn arrives at node i, with
current location Li for forwarding. If the following three
conditions are met:
(1) Node i is not a PN for the LQP;
(2) jLLQPLij < R;
(3) Dn is not the neighbor of node i,

Then the LQP falls into the tracing dilemma at node i.

When the tracing dilemma occurs, we develop a simple
query resumption scheme for recovery. Recall that in HLLS,
the location information consists of three items: location,
velocity, and timestamp. With these items, the current
location of Dn can be estimated. Then, the LQP can be up-
dated and sent out to the estimated location. The location
query can continue using the procedure of location query
in Section 2.4. Of course, a forwarding hop threshold should
be set for the LQP in order to prevent a routing loop. Once
the threshold is reached, the LQP will be abandoned and a
failure message will be forwarded to Sn. In this case, Dn is
considered as either a dead node or having left the network.

How to estimate the current location of Dn depends on
the node mobility pattern. In the simulation experiments
described in Section 5, we adopted the random waypoint
as the mobility model, because this model is widely used
in other location service protocols. To simplify the compu-
tation, the current location of Dn is estimated through the
linear motion formula in our simulation study.

However, the tracing dilemma rarely occurs. The tracing
dilemma happens because LQP does not encounter a poin-
ter node in time. In our theoretical analysis shown in Sec-
tion 4, we derive the probability for encountering a pointer
node of LQP (denoted as P(H)), and prove that the lower
bound of P(H) is larger with a higher node density and
smaller variation in node velocity. In addition, the simula-
tion results in Section 5 show that the probability could be
much higher. Hence, our theoretical analysis and simula-
tion study confirms that the probability for LQP falling into
the tracing dilemma is extremely low.

3.2. Storage cost issue

According to the analysis in [16], the design of location
service schemes involves tradeoffs among location mainte-
nance cost, location query cost, and storage requirement
cost. HLLS has managed to reduce the location maintenance
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cost and location query cost as much as possible, although
the storage cost is higher. Recall that each node sets up a
LLDB during the protocol initialization procedure, which
includes the initial location information of all other nodes
in the network. After initialization, the LLDB keeps being
refreshed by HELLO beacons and data packets. It is obvious
that a LLDB might be big in large networks, posing greater
challenges to wireless nodes with limited storage capacity.

As a part of our ongoing research, we are investigating
the integration of HLLS with clustering techniques to
address this storage issue. Because the network looks
much smaller from the viewpoint of a node in a cluster,
each node does not have to maintain the location informa-
tion of the whole network. Hence, the size of a LLDB can be
largely reduced. However, how to perform the destination
tracing based on the historical information among clusters
requires further investigation.

4. Analysis

From the description of HLLS in Section 2, we know that
the overhead of HLLS is very low because of the new loca-
tion update scheme. In this section, we will focus on ana-
lyzing the accuracy of location query in HLLS. Recall that
in a location query, the sequence of pointer nodes guide
the LQP to approach the destination. The encounter of
pointer nodes becomes an important factor for the success
of location query. In the following, we will derive the prob-
ability of the LQP encountering an order k + 1 pointer node
after order k. We denote the kth pointer node as order k.

As shown in Fig. 2, an order i pointer node (PNi) keeps
PVi < Li,Vi,Ti> for Dn. Let the current time be Tnow, when Sn

sends a LQP for Dn. Consider the fact that the speed of node
movement is much slower than that of packet transmis-
sion, the node can be treated as static one while routing
the LQP, and the time is fixed. Obviously, the timestamp
relationship between PVk and PVk+1 can be formulated by

Tkþ1 ¼ Tk þ akþ1ðTnow � TkÞ ð0 < akþ1 < 1Þ: ð1Þ

If the pointer information can be found successfully at
each order, all ai (i = 1,2,3 . . .) will have an upper limit,
denoted as a0. Accordingly, there is an upper limit T 0kþ1

for Tk+1. Hence, we have

T 0kþ1 ¼ Tk þ a0ðTnow � TkÞ ð0 < a0 < 1Þ: ð2Þ
Fig. 2. The procedure of LQP forwarding.
Now, we define the event that we intend to analyze. Let
H be the event that the LQP encounters at least one valid
node during its transmission from PNk to Lk. The valid node
can be an order k + 1 pointer node. The derivation of H can
be simplified as following: at least one valid node enters
the order k valid area (VAk) for the LQP, where VAk is the
strip area with the greedy routing path from PNk to Lk as
length and R as width. R is the node radio transmission
range. Then, we define

H : ð9vni 2 VNkÞ ^ ðLvni ðTnowÞ 2 VAkÞ;

where, VNk is the set of order k valid nodes for the LQP, and
Lvni ðTnowÞ denotes the current location of node vni. Let VA0k
be the rectangle area with straight line from PNk to Lk as
length and R as width, referring to the shaded area shown
in Fig. 2. Obviously, the greedy routing path should be
longer than the straight line. Then we define,

H0 : ð9vni 2 VNkÞ ^ ðLvni ðTnowÞ 2 VA0kÞ:

Obviously, VAk is larger than VA0k, and then the probability
of H and H0 will have the following relationship,

PðHÞP PðH0Þ: ð3Þ

Let H0i be the event that valid node vni enters VA0k. Upon
the given Dn track between Tk and T 0kþ1ðL

Dn ðTk; T
0
kþ1ÞÞ;

H0iði ¼ 1;2;3 . . .Þ are conditionally independent with an
identical distribution (iid). Then, PðH0Þ can be derived
below,

PðH0Þ ¼ P
\

vni2VNk

H0i

 !
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( )
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DnðTk; T

0
kþ1Þ

n o

� P LDnðTk; T
0
kþ1Þ

n o
: ð4Þ

Note that HLLS is not tailored to a specific mobility
model. Without loss of generality, we assume that node
moves according to the random waypoint model in our
analysis. To simplify the computation, the nodes in the net-
work area are assumed to follow a uniform distribution in
the steady state. We make a worst case assumption for
PðH0Þ that a valid node meets Dn as late as possible, such
as T 0kþ1, and as far away from VA0k as possible. In this case,
a valid node has a minimal probability to enter VA0k, as
shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, Lk and L0kþ1 are two points on the trajectory of
Dn, simplified as a straight line. Dn meets PNk at Lk, and
should meet PNk+1 before L0kþ1. We denote the valid node
by vn0 that meets Dn at L0kþ1. The circle with center at L0kþ1

and R1 as radius is the area, where vn0 might be locate at
Tnow and is denoted as Svn0 . The circle with a center at Lk

and radius R2 represents the area, where VA0k might emerge
(in which R2 is the length). The overlapping area (denoted
as Sshadow) is minimal when VA0k and Svn0 are located in the
way shown in Fig. 3. This case is in accordance with the



Fig. 3. The condition when a valid node enters VA0k with minimal
probability.
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worst case assumption, so that vn0 has the minimal proba-
bility to fall into VA0k, and PðH0Þ is conditionally indepen-
dent. Then, we have

PðH0Þ ¼
Y

vni2VNk

PfðLvni ðTnowÞ R VA0kÞg

6 fPfðLvn0 ðTnowÞ R VA0kÞgg
jVNk j

¼ Svn0 � Sshadow

Svn0

� �jVNk j

¼ 1� 2R½ð1� a0ÞVmax � a0V �
pð1� a0Þ2ðTnow � TkÞV2

max

( )jVNk j

; ð5Þ

where jVNkj is the number of valid nodes in order k, viz. the
number of neighbors Dn has encountered during ðTk; T

0
kþ1Þ.

Assuming that the network has reached the steady state
with a uniform distribution and the node density is q, we
have

jVNkj ¼ 2RqVa0ðTnow � TkÞ: ð6Þ

Combining (5), (6) and (3), then the lower bound for P(H)
becomes,

PðHÞP 1� 1� 2R½ð1� a0ÞVmax � a0V �
pð1� a0Þ2ðTnow � TkÞV2

max

( )2RqVa0 ðTnow�TkÞ

:

ð7Þ

From (7), we can derive the lower bound for P(H) as a
function of Vmax and n, when n nodes are randomly distrib-
uted in a 1000 � 1000 m2 area. Fig. 4 shows the numerical
results. In this case, a0 is set to 0.6 and R is set to 200 m,
Tnow � Tk can be derived by (8) based on [17], and V can
be derived by (9) based on [18].

Tnow � Tk 6
pA

8lRV
; ð8Þ

V ¼ Vmax � Vmin

lnðVmax=VminÞ
; ð9Þ
where A is 1000 � 1000 m2, l is 1.3683 [17], and Vmin is
1 m/s.

The lower bound for P(H) is larger with a higher node
density and smaller variation in velocity; the maximum
approaches 0.92 and the minimum is about 0.65, which
are theoretical values based on the worst case assumption
for PðH0Þ. The simulation results in Section 5 show that P(H)
can be much higher.
5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we use OPNET simulation tool to vali-
date the effectiveness of our proposed protocol in compar-
ison with the several representative protocols.

5.1. Evaluation methodology

In all experiments, the MAC layer protocol is based on
the IEEE standard 802.11b DCF (Distributed Coordination
Function), in which the channel bandwidth is 1 Mb/s and
the radio transmission range is 200 m. During the simula-
tion, each node sends a HELLO beacon every 2 s. Each flow
uses UDP with constant bit rate (CBR) traffic. The source
and destination of each CBR flow is randomly selected
every 5 s during the simulation, and the source generates
data at a rate of one 1024-bit packet per second. The loca-
tion query is initiated by the source nodes of CBR flows if
necessary. The random waypoint model is commonly used
in the performance evaluation of location service, includ-
ing GLS [9] and GHLS [12]. For consistency, we adopted
random waypoint as the mobility model in most simula-
tions, with a speed in [1 m/s, Vmax m/s] and a pause time
of 0 s. Each simulation lasts for 700 s and each simulation
was conducted 100 times to obtain an average data with
a confidence level of 97%. The average results and error
bars are shown in the figures.

We compared HLLS with GLS [9], GHLS-1, GHLS-0.5
[12], Double Circle [13] and GREASE [14] (GReedy EASE,
which is the modified EASE routing packets via greedy for-
warding between two anchor nodes). Because GLS and
GHLS represent two classic types of rendezvous-based
approaches, which achieve good scalability. According to
the simulation experiments in [12], we implemented two
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versions of GHLS. One is denoted as GHLS-1, in which the
scaling factor is 1, and the other is GHLS-0.5. In GLS, the
order-1 grid side length is set to 200 m and the location
update threshold distance is set to 150 m [9]. Although
Double Circle and GREASE are routing protocols instead
of location services, they are good baseline methods for
comparison. We implemented those methods to meet the
location service needs. To this end, the location query
packet is routed to the destination node based on the Dou-
ble Circle and GREASE methods, and the location reply
packet is routed back to the source node via a greedy for-
warding. Because both the Double Circle and GREASE
schemes need a warm up time to accumulate network
state information for packet routing, no traffic is generated
during 0 to 50 s of simulation times for all schemes.

In order to evaluate the performance of HLLS in compar-
ison with other existing protocols, we use the following
four metrics:

(1) Query success ratio: The ratio of the number of
received reply packets to the number of query pack-
ets. For consistency, because queries are not retrans-
mitted, a successful query means the location query
is accomplished on the first try.

(2) Protocol overhead (PO): All control packets generated
by the protocol within one second.

(3) Routine overhead (RO): All routine control packets
(i.e., HELLO beacons, LQP and LRP) generated by
HLLS within one second after the protocol initializa-
tion stage.

(4) Query Path Length: The average query path length (in
hops).

5.2. Experimental results

5.2.1. Mobility
In this set of simulations, 400 nodes are randomly dis-

tributed within a 3000 � 3000 m2 area and Vmax varies
from 0 m/s to 20 m/s. Fig. 5(a) shows the query success
ratio vs. Vmax. From this figure, we can see that the query
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success ratio decreases when Vmax increases in HLLS, GLS
and GHLS, but the trends are reversed in Double Circle
and GREASE. The query success ratio in HLLS is always
higher than that of the others protocols. Besides, its
decreasing speed is very slow, and the success ratio re-
mains above 98% when the maximum speed approaches
20 m/s. These observations can be explained as follows.
With the increase of Vmax, the velocity difference among
nodes increases as well. This reduces the probability for
the LQP to find a pointer node, ultimately leading to a de-
creased query success ratio. When Vmax increases, the
propagation of location information is speeded up accord-
ingly. This improves the query success ratio in HLLS. This
result matches with the analytical results in Fig. 4 well.

The decline of the success ratio in GLS, GHLS-1 and
GHLS-0.5 is relatively faster than that of HLLS, because
the extra control overhead is triggered by the increasing
speed. For GLS, the node crossing grid boundary needs to
update several location servers, and location servers need
to leave a ‘‘forwarding pointer’’ to deal with the temporary
stale location information when necessary. In GHLS, the
node acting as location server needs to hand off its local
location database. The loss of these important control pack-
ets in collision will lead to more location query failures.

The query success ratio trends are different in the Dou-
ble Circle and GREASE schemes, because the information
propagation of network states highly depends on the nodes
speed for both protocols. For the Double Circle scheme, the
node’s moving distance triggers its location information
flooding in a sequence of circular areas; a low speed re-
duces both the frequency and the area of flooding, thus
the routing of many location query packets fails on the
way to the destination. Especially, no packet routing can
succeed when the network is static. Differently, a high
speed leads to a higher frequency and a larger area flooded
for every node, so that collisions increase dramatically and
the performance becomes worse than the other schemes.
GREASE relies on encounters of each node pair. A lower
speed leads to a larger proportion of node pairs that have
not met each other when the warm up is complete. Then
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more local searches are required for every location query
packet routing, and the area flooding needs to increase
for local searches. Hence, too many collisions caused by
large overhead reduce the query success ratio. In a high
speed network, node pairs meet each other very often,
and the performance is very good in GREASE.

Fig. 5(b) shows the control overhead vs. Vmax. As we can
see, HLLS-RO is smaller than HLLS-PO, because the initial-
ization overhead is larger. However, the initialization over-
head is a one-off cost and its influence fades over time. The
control overhead of GLS increases dramatically with the in-
crease of Vmax, and is much higher than both HLLS-PO and
HLLS-RO. Hence, HLLS has a better tolerance to node
mobility than GLS. This is because HLLS does not maintain
a grid, so node velocity will not affect its overhead too
much. There is a slight increase of control overhead in
HLLS, because with the increase of Vmax, the location of
the destination maintained in the source tends to become
obsolete more quickly, and then the location queries are
launched more frequently. The overhead of GHLS is smaller
than HLLS-PO, but is larger than HLLS-RO, because there is
no special update packet and handoff packet in HLLS after
initialization. The overhead increase is relatively slow in
both HLLS and GHLS, so they have a good tolerance to
mobility.

Because of the flooding triggered by moving distance,
the overhead of the Double Circle method increases rapidly
as the speed increases. The overhead of GREASE decreases
as the speed increases, and few local searches are required
with a higher speed. Especially, the overhead and query
success ratio in GREASE gradually approaches that of HLLS
as Vmax increases. The overhead of the Double Circle and
GREASE methods are higher than other schemes in most
cases, because both of them involve flooding in location
information propagation, although the Double Circle is
proactive and GREASE is reactive.

5.2.2. Scalability
In this set of simulations, the node density stays the

same with a node degree of 7, and Vmax is 10 m/s. Fig. 6
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Fig. 6. Query success ratio and o
shows the performance impact of varying network size,
while the number of nodes varies from 100 to 800. As
shown in Fig. 6(a), the query success ratios are nearly
100% for most schemes in small networks except for the
Double Circle scheme. The query success ratio of HLLS is
higher than the others, and is above 95% even in a network
with 800 nodes. The slow decrease in HLLS is because more
pointer nodes are required for a longer query distance, and
the probability for query success drops accordingly. With
the increase of network size, the success ratio of GLS drops
more rapidly than HLLS, because GLS has a complex proce-
dure, and it is difficult to keep the information constant
among numbers of hierarchies. The success ratio of GHLS
also decreases, but the decreased speed is slower than that
of GLS.

The query success ratio of the Double Circle scheme is
much lower than that of other schemes. Because the node
speed is not high enough, it takes more time for each node
to propagate location information in larger areas. Hence,
the information propagation is insufficient, and the query
success ratio is quite low. In a small network, GREASE
could have sufficient node pairs encounters during the
warm up time even with a medium speed, thus it has
excellent performance. However, with the increase of net-
work size, the encounters becomes infrequent with the
fixed warm up time and node speed. This leads to the
query success ratio to decrease gradually.

Fig. 6(b) demonstrates that the overhead increases for
all protocols with the increase in network size. As we can
see, the routing overhead of HLLS is the smallest one of
all protocols and grows slowly, while the overhead of GHLS
is a little larger than HLLS-RO and has a similar growth rate
with it. Besides HELLO beacon, the location query packet
and location reply packet, GHLS introduces two additional
types of control packets (location update packet and hand-
off packet) than HLLS-RO, thus GHLS-PO is a bit larger than
HLLS-RO. These control packets increase almost linearly
with the number of nodes, so HLLS-RO and GHLS-PO have
a similar growth rate. The protocol overhead of HLLS grows
a little faster. Recall that the overhead of HLLS mainly
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comes from the protocol initialization, which is relatively
large in larger size networks. Yet, the overhead grows
slowly after the initialization, and the initialization influ-
ence fades away over time.

The overhead of the Double Circle and GREASE schemes
grows much faster than that of HLLS, GHLS and GLS. Be-
cause in larger networks, more nodes need to flood their
location information in larger areas in the Double Circle
method, and longer distance location queries require more
local search in GREASE.

5.2.3. Node density
In this set of simulations, 400 nodes are placed in a

square area and Vmax is 10 m/s. Fig. 7 shows the perfor-
mance impact of varying node density, which is reflected
by the node degree, while the average node degree varies
from 5 to 14. As shown in Fig. 7(a), HLLS, GLS, GHLS and
GREASE achieve worse performance in lower density net-
works. The reason is that the control packets routed via
greedy forwarding in these schemes are more prone to fail
in sparse networks. In addition, HLLS and GREASE rely on
the neighborhood information exchanges; fewer neighbors
slows down the propagation of location information. With
a slower location propagation, the location query of HLLS
may take detours and then become less likely to succeed.
With a slower location propagation, the location query of
GREASE will trigger more local searches and search for lar-
ger areas each time. As the node degree increases, all pro-
tocols perform better, and the query success ratio of HLLS
becomes higher in comparison with other protocols. The
slight decrease of query success ratio in HLLS in larger den-
sity networks is because of collisions increasing. The Dou-
ble Circle schemes improves the performance in dense
networks, because every node updates the location of
nodes nearby more frequently. The network area is smaller
as the density increases and all nodes will be updated in a
more timely manner. More timely location updates result
in a higher probability of the location query success.

The node density has less impact on the overhead for all
protocols in comparison with other network parameters. In
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Fig. 7(b), the overhead of all schemes decrease slowly as
the node degree increases. The routing overhead of HLLS
is the smallest and the overhead of Double Circle schemes
is the largest. The overhead of HLLS and GREASE decrease a
bit faster than other schemes, because they update loca-
tion via neighboring information exchange.

5.2.4. Query path length
The average query path lengths (in hops) are compared

among HLLS, GLS, Double Circle and GREASE schemes. Note
that the location reply packets are delivered directly to the
source through greedy forwarding in these four protocols;
therefore reply hops indicate the greedy forwarding
distance between the source and destination. For the com-
parison, we average the query hops for all queries having
the same number of hops for query reply. In this set of
simulations, 400 nodes are randomly distributed in a
3000 � 3000 m2 area and Vmax is set to 10 m/s. As shown
in Fig. 8, the ratio of query hops to the corresponding reply
hops for HLLS is almost 1. This validates that detours in
queries rarely happen in HLLS. The relationships between
query hops and reply hops are similar in HLLS and GREASE,
because both rely on the historical location information.
However, HLLS has a slightly shorter location query path
than GREASE, because HLLS uses the data packet in loca-
tion update, complementary to the HELLO beacon, which
accelerates the information dissemination to some extent.

The Double Circle scheme has a longer location query
path than HLLS and GREASE, because it needs a much
longer time to update locations in large area than other
schemes. The relative stale location information makes
the location query packet take longer detours. The query
packet for GLS travels about 5 hops more than the reply
packet, because its query path is determined by location
servers but not the actual position of source and
destination.

The query path length is not compared among GHLS
and the others, because location query packet and reply
packet in GHLS are normally transmitted between the
source node and the location server located in the home
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Table 2
Results of mobile models.

Scenario Query success ratio Overhead

Static 99.274% 475.3714 packet/s
Static/Dynamic 99.157% 508.3243 packet/s
Dynamic 98.617% 717.1629 packet/s
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region, but not between the source and destination like the
others scheme. Hence, the average query hop comparison
among them is meaningless. At the same time, this differ-
ence indicates that the retrieved destination location infor-
mation is up-to-date in HLLS, GLS, the Double Circle
method, and GREASE, but not in GHLS.

5.2.5. Mobility models
We now show the effectiveness of HLLS on various

mobility models. Note that in the above sets of simulations,
the random waypoint model was adopted as a generic
application of MANETs. Nevertheless, HLLS could perform
better with the help of static nodes. In this mixed scenario,
static nodes record the track of mobile nodes, and can lar-
gely reduce the probability of falling into the trace dilem-
ma discussed in Section 3 and then increase the query
success ratio of HLLS.

Table 2 shows the experimental results of HLLS in three
scenarios: static, static/dynamic and dynamic. In the static
scenario, all nodes are static. In static/dynamic scenario,
50% nodes move according to the random waypoint model.
In the dynamic scenario, all nodes move according to the
random waypoint model. In all scenarios, 400 nodes are
randomly distributed in a 3000 � 3000 m2 area, Vmax is
set to 10 m/s, and other parameters are the same as the
ones in Section 5.1. From Table 2, we can see that HLLS
achieves a higher query success ratio and lower overhead
when the static nodes are involved.
6. Related work

In this section, we review some existing work related
to our study. As we mentioned, there are two types of
approaches for location services: flooding-based and ren-
dezvous-based. The most early research efforts in the liter-
ature are based on flooding-based approaches. DLS [3] is
the representative one in this category. In DLS, one node
recruits all nodes as servers and updates its location to
servers nearby more frequently than the ones far away.

The recent research efforts are mainly rendezvous-
based schemes. GLS [9], XYLS [10,11] and GHLS [12] are
the three representative schemes in this category, and
many recent location services borrow ideas from them.
The rendezvous-based schemes can be further divided into
Quorum-based and Hash-based. A Quorum-based location
service maintains an update quorum and a query quorum
for each node, and the intersection of these two quorums
answers the query for a destination location. Generally
speaking, it involves geocast or multicast in the quorum up-
date or query, thus the overhead is unfavorable. There are
mainly two types of quorum set up schemes. One type of
scheme sets up quorums based on geographic region. Tak-
ing XYLS [10,11] as an example: a node registers its location
along a ‘‘column’’ to form an update quorum, and source
node makes a query along a ‘‘row’’ to form a query quorum.
Another type of scheme sets up pseudo quorums among
networks via a specific algorithm [19,20]. One algorithm
can be found in the famous UQS [20]. In UQS, the location
information databases are distributed and are dynamically
organized into quorums. Every two quorums intersect at a
constant number of databases. Upon location update or
query arrival, the mobile node’s location is written or read
from all the databases of a quorum chosen in a nondeter-
ministic manner. Later, the randomized quorum based
scheme was proposed in [21], and two different quorum
selection algorithms were given. One of the quorum selec-
tion schemes is similar to the Double Ruling scheme [22],
where the nodes of one quorum are selected along a curve.
Another recent quorum-based scheme is combined with
clustering in DFLS (Distributed and Fault tolerant Location
Service) [23] in order to reduce the overhead and keep a
good response time for a query.

The Hash-based location service normally avoids geo-
cast and multicast. It has two subsets: flat-hash and hierar-
chy-hash. The flat-hash scheme maps information to one
geographic location (denoted as a home region), and the
information is stored in the node nearest to the home re-
gion, such as GHLS [12] and GHT [24]. GrLS (Group-Based
Location Service) [25] increases the number of servers lo-
cated in a home region to achieve robustness, and it com-
bines GHLS with group mobility management. However,
the one-to-one mapping in GHLS may incur load imbalance
in the network. FSLS [26] maps each node to a set of home
zones, and each zone contains a unique location server,
thus it works as a some-for-some way to balance the load.

To further enhance scalability, hierarchy-hash-based
schemes were proposed, in which the servers are distrib-
uted among network nodes more evenly. GLS [9] is the rep-
resentative protocol, which designs a hierarchical hash
function to recruit servers over the grid divided network
area. MLS [27] can be considered an extension of GLS,
although pointers to lower levels are stored in a server
instead of exact locations. HIGH-GRADE [16] also uses a
multilevel hierarchical location server structure and a
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multi-grained location information organization. In addi-
tion, it develops a framework to analyze three metrics in
location service: location maintenance cost, location query
cost, and storage requirement cost. In a recent effort, VHLS
[28] features a dynamic location server selection mecha-
nism that can be tuned to network traffic and workload.
However, all the hierarchy approaches suffer from the dy-
namic network topology and network area change. It is dif-
ficult to keep information consistency among hierarchies
under these changes.

Research efforts on location services can also be found
in mesh and wireless sensor networks. For example, VIM-
LOC (Virtual home region Multi-hash Location service)
[29] is the first scheme designed for medium/large-scale
wireless mesh networks, and it is cost effective to provide
broadband wireless access in large areas. RLSMP [30] alle-
viates the scalability problem in vehicular ad hoc networks
through message aggregation in location updating and
querying. In [31], a general sink location service scheme
is designed to support all communication modes in wire-
less sensor networks. Phero-Trail LS [32] is a scheme de-
signed for SEA Swarm (Sensor Equipped Aquatic Swarm)
in 3D space. In SEA Swarm, only the mobile sink (as the
data collector) needs to be queried for location. Servers
are nodes residing in a 2D upper hull, and the sink period-
ically updates the location to its projection in the hull. In
addition, the history locations of sinks are partially main-
tained to form a trail, so an extra spiral curve search is re-
quired to first find the trail on the hull, and then follow the
trail to get the up-to-date location. Differently, the location
query in HLLS purely depends on historical information.

As we can see, the scalability is an unsolved issue in
location service research. HLLS is a new architecture to re-
duce the overhead in location service and address the sca-
lability issue. In addition, the strategy of location update
and query in HLLS is different from all other protocols
fundamentally.

Note that EASE [14,33], FRESH (FResher Encounter
SearcH) [34] and the Double Circle [13] are the three rout-
ing protocols, sharing some similarity with HLLS. In partic-
ular, although FRESH is based on node encounters to
maintain network topology, it is designed for the network
without a positioning system. In EASE and the Double Cir-
cle schemes, the historical location information of destina-
tion is also distributed over the network, and the
destination search is performed using a historical trace.
However, the way of propagating the historical informa-
tion is different. In the Double Circle scheme, every node
floods its location in a circular area with a radius 2i+1R,
when it travels a distance larger than 2iR. Intuitively, the
overhead becomes large in a high mobility network. EASE
propagates the historical information through HELLO bea-
cons, which is similar to one of the update techniques in
HLLS. Because EASE does not have a initialization proce-
dure as HLLS, each node learns little about other nodes’
locations at the beginning, and many nodes generally do
not have a full view of all other nodes’ trails in low mobility
networks. The route towards the destination needs to
launch a local search to find the trail if the node has a blind
view of the destination. Hence, EASE needs a longer warm
up time to let each node have a larger view of other nodes.
Besides, because EASE searches a route for every single
data packet, the overhead increases proportionally with
the growth of data traffic. Differently, HLLS could start ser-
vice immediately after the initialization. Because HLLS uses
the existing data traffic to update LLDBs over the network,
high traffic can actually improve HLLS performance.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the limitations of traditional
location service design structure and proposed HLLS to re-
trieve destination location through traces based on histor-
ical information. Different from existing schemes for
location service, HLLS avoids complex quorum and hierar-
chy, and eliminates periodical flooding in location update,
thus reducing overhead significantly. In HLLS, the locations
of neighboring nodes are recorded over time, and such re-
corded temporal locations form the moving trajectories for
mobiles. The location query is performed as destination
traces based on these temporal records. We established
the probability of success of HLLS through theoretical
analysis. We have also conducted extensive simulations
in different scenarios to systematically compare the per-
formance of HLLS with other representative schemes in
terms of accuracy and overhead. Our data show that HLLS
outperforms other schemes in most cases.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.comnet.2011.
11.001.
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